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INTRODUCTION
For too long, the limitations of the changing
voice in the junior high have been ignored. In recent
years some very fine material has been assembled for
use in the junior high school but still there is a
dearth of singable material adapted to the abilities
and interests of these boys. This project has been
undertaken with a view to meeting the needs of the
changing voice group in the junior high
.
The work has been of an experimental nature, with
no purpose of publication ,merely aiming to see whether
existing material could be revised for school pur-
poses •
There are a few tangible factors which make much
of the published material unsuitable. The practical
range of the tenor lies within one octave, with the
possible addition one or two notes lower. The basees
also have a range of about an octave, and while in
individual cases the range may lie higher or lower,
the average compass is as indicated on the staff.
Frequently music is written too low for both
basses and tenors, and occasionally the parts lie too
high for these voices.
In school classes, interest is best maintained
by keeping all the parts as active as possible for as
much of the period as possible. Long rests in any of
the parts are conducive to inattention, and if one
part has a solo melody, the other parts are inactive
and may lose interest. Then, too, my experience has
been that it is very difficult to present familiar
material in unusual settings, such as a bass melody
with upper parts as accompaniment.
A reasonable difficulty has been maintained in
the soprano and alto parts, since they have little
or no problem of voice adjustment. On the other
hand, tenor and bass parts have been kept quite %
Practical Range
or tenor parXT Practical Kangeor bass par^V
*
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simple, yet as melodic as possible without giving
them complex solo—or melodic lines, thus main-
taining the part- feeling,
-.t first sight, some rhythmic difficulties
may appear, but most of these will prove unim-
portant when it is noted that they occur only where
there is a repeated rhythmic pattern, easy to fol-
low in one part, against an even pattern in the
others, or where the theme is repeated in another
part against a simple supporting rhythm.
The lyrics have been considered with care, and
where originals did not seem suitable, adaptations
have been made, or new texts found.
It is possible that public performance might
be attempted in the junior high and some of the
more elaborate of these selections would be suitable
for such a purpose.
A few of the songs which are so familiar to
musicians are yet new to boys and girls, and in these
arrangements they should appear in a new light.
Most of the songs are purposely in a simple
four-part harmony, without difficult rhythmic and
melodic passages. They are short, an interest factor
with adolescents. Only two have plane ccompaniments
because 1.) the usual classroom does not have a piano
in the room, and 2.) independence in part-singing is
best cultivated away from the piano.
I have tried to avoid long solo or duet passages,
not only because these deprive the groups which are
not singing of the pleasure of participation, but
because they usually require accompaniment. Some
short two-and three-part phrases have been used to
focus attention on the entrance of a part, and to
develop the ability to find the pitch from the other
parts in the middle of a song.
To make up for the omission of solos, I have
arranged three of the songs for group solo with hum-
med accompaniment. This was first tried with n
Holy Night" for a Christmas choir singing a capella
.
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with very good results. "Dodo" and "I Look Down
the Road" have a similar treatment.
I have introduced a little canonic imitation
in "Morning Comes Early", "The Tree in the Wood",
"Moonlight and Starlight", "On the Mountain Top",
and "From Far Away". Basses and tenors have the
melody for a part of "We Three Kings" and "Cossack
Lullaby"
.
"The Wait'fl Song" was included because it is
in minor, and illustrates the old English caroling
custom.
"From Far Away" and "The Tree in the Wood"
illustrate ballad style; the former, using an oft-
repeated refrain inserted between the lines of the
stanzas, and the latter having an almost endless number
of stanzas, each lengthened by a phrase accumulated
from the preceding stanza.
Following is a tabulation of the folk songs by
nationality:
American
Kentucky Mountains 3
Spirituals (Carolinas) 2
Spanish-California 1
Austrian 1
Bohemian 1
Czechoslovakian 1
Danish 1
Dutch 1
English 4
French 3
German 1
German Minnesingers 1
Irish 1
Polish 1
Russian 2
Scottish 1
Spanish 3
Ukrainian 1
Welsh 5
Several well known songs which have a folk-like
character have been added under a nationality in the
classified index, but not in the list above, for that list
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is tabulated on the basis of authentic origins,
A three-part song, Finlandia" , leads the
grjup, as a transition between three-and four-part
singing, and the next four songs keep the bass fairly
simple, alternating with three-part sections occa-
sionally. From there on, the songs are not progress-
ively graded according to difficulty, except that the
last songs would probably be used for program purposes.
The Christmas carols have been grouped together.
collecting these songs and arranging them has
been very interesting to me because it has a prac-
tical application for me in my work.
May, 1945 V .R.F
r a
if'inlandia
Source: Sibelius, Jean
Finlandia
The three-part arrangement or tnis
familiar melody is designed as an introduction
to the four-part songs following. The alto-
tenor part is not quite low enough throughout
for the bashes, but it lies in the best range
of most changing voices, written in the bass
clef, it acquaints the pupils with the new clef
and with the change in position or notes in
their range on the starr; while the notes are
placed high on the staff, they are sung low in
pitch. In actual class procedure there would
be many songs of this type before Deginning the
rour-part work.
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Glory to the Lord
Source: Botsford, Florence Hudson
Folk Songs of Many People, Vol* !
Woman f s Press, New York 1921
This song by Bortniansky is especially
well suited to the reading ability of the junior
high. There are no unusual skips or rhythmic
problems. Being moderately slow in tempo, it
will require good breath control, which we hope
to develop in these grades. Since this is one
of the first songs to be used by the basses, their
part has been kept simple, and even eliminated in
one place, making a three-part passage, to avoid
putting it in too low a range. A few measures
of rests in any part help train pupils to listen
to other parts, and develop pitch sense.
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The Charming Valley
Source: Parry, Joseph
Cambrian Minstrelsie
T. C. and £• C. Jack
Grange Publishing Works, 1893
Inspecting words for this simple
little song, David Rowlands has caught the
intense loyalty of the .Velsh people for their
native land and their own folk. To preserve
the delicacy of the second melody, I reduced
the parts to three, bringing the basses in
again for the concluding phrase.
The tenor part here has more melodic
interest, while the bass alternates between
very simple notation and rather wide skips.
,•.1though some may cons id ;r this too early to
introduce skips, yet the basses need to learn
right at the beginning some of the skips char-
acteristic of their part-skips, such as do
down to fa and mi, and the reverse, rhis l
have endeavored to do in this song.
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Hush-a-by, Darling
Source: Hopekiri^ Helen
Seventy Scottish Songs
Oliver Ditson, 1905
This song introduces a simple con-
trasting rhythm in the alto part, but to avoid
a prolonged sh sound in the word hush-a-by ,
the altos wiTT use the word lullaby in the
first stanza. In the second stanza, the words
will be the same in all parts.
One chromatic tone is introduced in
the bass part in the second phrase- an essential
combination, la-si-la. To make up for the
utter simplicity of the bass , in the first part
of the song, the last phrase uses an interesting
descending bass line. The tenor part has good
melodic line, or melodic figures throughout.
If the soprano seems too simple to challenge
interest, being almost all scalewise, consid-
erable attention may be given to good tone and
diction.
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The Ships Glide In
Source: Original
In a song of this type, a hymn-like
arrangement, a proper balance of parts can
more easily be built up. Passing chromatic
tones are introduced in the tenor part but
the bass is kept very simple. In the third
line, the bass is reserved for pedal-point
effects. With a rest before each entrance,
careful listening and good rhythmic sense
are necessary. The syncopation near the
end of this same phrase follows the line of
the words, and is not difficult to follow.
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A Joyful Psalm
Source: Hailing, R. G.
ftndante Religioso
The hymn-like character of this organ
meditation lends itself admirably to singing. The
trio effect is kept through the first three phrases
with bass added only at the cadences and reserved for
the climax of the words in the last line.
At first glance, since so little bass is
used, it might seem as if this selection could be
used sooner. Closer examination will show, however,
that the entrance at a cadence is difficult for
the basses, and the chromatics in the last line are
more difficult than would be desired for the first
lessons
.
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The Rose of Tralee
Source: Smith, Fowler; Wilson, H. R.; and Woods,
Glenn H.
Songs We Sing
Hall & McCreary Company, Chicago, 194-0
I have taken the liberty of alternating or
modifying a few of the dotted quarter and eighth
note figures, for the sake of clear enunciation of
the v.ords.
The folk-like simplicity of this song makes
even the long skips in the soprano very singable.
The greatest difficulty will probably be found in
the A Minor section, where the altos have rather
difficult chromatics. Since the song is quite long,
I have resisted the temptation to embellish the
rather simple harmony.
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March
Source: Petrie, George
Complete Collection of Irish Music .Part 3,
London, Boosey and Company, 1905
William cullen Bryants poem seems
well suited to the lilt of this Irish air.
The bass lies a little high to start off with,
but reinforced by the tenor in unison with
the bass, the strain will not be great. In
the second phrase the downward progression
of the tenor is more clear without the bass
part
.
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Minstrel song
source: Bantock, uranville
100 polk aongs of nations
Oliver Ditson, 1911
In a song with a quick -moving melody
the parts move in simple progressions to let
the attention focus on rhythm and tempo.
This is another song in straightforward,
four part harmony.
rhis melody was a strolling ballad-
monger's song, dating from the early fifteenth
century.
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I Wander Through Woodlands
Source: Bantock, uranville
100 jolk songs of All nations
Oliver Ditson, 1911
No particular effect was desired in
this song other than full four-part harmony.
rhe consecutive fifths in bass and
tenor (measures 13 and 14) alternate between
perfect and diminished, giving a little dif-
ferent color to that phrase.
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bill's the Same to Me
Source: Bantock, ttranville
100 Folk Songs of All Nations
while the lower parts move scale-
wise or in short skips, the soprano gets good
practice in wider skips. In the verse part
the bass has more melodic interest.
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Who Yo' Got in Heben?
Source: Society for the Preservation of
Spirituals
The Carolina Low Country
Augustus T. Smythe & others, editors
New York, MacMillan Company, 1932
Part of the character of the spiritual
is having it sung in dialect. For this reason,
the words are left in dialect, although not as
broad as those found in the source used.
This arrangement has been kept quite
simple, leaving the time for the eighth and
dotted-quarter syncopation, and the little
slurred figure in the soprano part of the refrain.
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Sunlight Streams Over the Mountain
Source: Melody used at Summer Conference,
Northfield, Massachusetts
Since this was probably a college
song I have used the obbligato, or high tenor
arrangement for the first stanza. In the
manuscript the melody notes are written in
bolcer face, and the high harmony in small note
I might be accused of using a "barber- shop"
effect, and I would not deny it. Boys and
girls need to know how to harmonize tunes they
hear for fun in group singing.
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Near Krakow
Source: Botsford, Florence H.
Folk Songs of Many Peoples. Vol, 1
Woman's Press, New York, 1921
A two-part effect has been created
by duplicating the parts in the first two
measures. The few chromatics added are for
the most part passing tones in ascending or
descending passages, easy to learn, but hard
to sing in tune.
The third stanza of this translation
has been omitted to shorten the song. This
does not spoil the little story and eliminates
over-sentimentality.
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The Brooklet
Source: Botsford, Florence H.
Folk Songs of Many P eoples. Vol, 1.
In this simple arrangement, the
alternating notes in the tenor suggest the
brooklet. It is really in two sections,
each quite simple, but involving a key change
in transition that may prove a minor problem.
The original text * did not seem suit-
able so I have substituted a paraphrasing of the
words to Schubert's song, "Whither".
*The original song was titled "Is This the Same
Brooklet?".
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The Solitary Oak
Source: Swerkoff, E. L. (Ed,)
Fifty Russian Folk Songs
Novello and Company, Ltd., London, 1937
I have found that students find it
difficult to sing songs in minor. Possibly
the chromatic sJL bothers them, but more prob-
ably the problem is in establishing the new
tonic chord, la-do -mi-la For the first
song involving this problem, I've chosen a
melody that alternates between minor and
major. No rhythmic problems have been in-
troduced, nor any further chromatics. Altho 1
the bass skips around considerably the pro-
gressions are simple.
several other stanzas given in the
original have been omitted here as being
unnecessary to the general sense of the song.
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Morning Comes Early
Source: Clark, Kenneth S. (Ed.)
Keep On Singing
Paull-Fioneer Music Corp., 1933
Here I have tried a little canonic
imitation, first, between soprano and bass,
and then between soprano and tenor. This
song was tried out in two ninth grade
classes, * and proved quite successful. The
notes are not hard to learn, the main problem
being that of the entrances of the imitating
parts
•
The source of these words is not
known to me . I found them with other folk
songs used at youth rallies in Massachusetts.
* These were tried at the Roberts Junior High
School, Medford, Massachusetts.
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The Old Maid
source: t>rockway, Howard and Wyman, Loraine
Twenty Kentucky Mountain Songs
Oliver Ditson, 1920
In this song, the tenor part is
quite simple, but the bass has several problems.
In chromatics: la-si-mi in measure 2, and
la-si-so in measures 3 and 4. There is a skip
of an octave on the syllable re in measure 3.
In four places the bass has a step-wise
descending pattern with the lead note ahead of
the other parts.
Three stanzas were selected as being
the most suitable of the many given.
It
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Teresita
Source: Sturgis, M. H. (Mrs. Middlercore)
and Blake, W. P.
Songs of the Pyrenees
Carl Prufer, Boston, 1877
The only new problem in this song is
the dotted eighth followed by the sixteenth note,
a characteristic Spanish figure. The words were
altered slightly for use with boys and girls.
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Noah r s Ark
Source: Brockway, Howard and Wyman, Loraine
Twenty Kentucky Mountain Songs
Oliver Ditson, 1920
This song might also he classed as
a spiritual. The harmonization has been
considerably enriched by the use of passing
tones. Since all the parts are quite active,
it may be necessary to postpone the use of
this song to the latter part of the year, or
to use it with selective groups.
T
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Llewelyn's Last Appeal
Source: Parry, Joseph
Cambrian Minstrels ie t Vol* 4
T. C. and E. C. Jack, Grange
Publishing Works. Edinburgh 1893
A sturdy, patriotic, Welsh song, this
ought to appeal especially to boys. It reminds
one of "Men of Harlech" • Only one passage should
need more careful attention: the chromatics in
the second phrase.
The introductory notes by Joseph Parry,
in the source quoted above, give this information:
"Llewelyn, the last Prince of Wales, was
one of the most noted heroes of that country. The
Welsh rose in arms against the superior force of
the English, rather than submit to the oppression
of the victors. Llewelyn, betrayed by a friend,
met his death at the hands of a small party of the
enemy"
•
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The Nightingale
Source: Tiersot, Julien (Ed.)
Sixty Songs of France
Oliver Ditson, Boston, 1915
This lively little French song is at
its best with the French words, ofcourse, but
it does not suffer much by translation. The
constant interpolation of a refrain word, chang-
ing to rhyme with the preceding word, is an un-
usual feature. No special effects were attempted
except in the last phrase where the basses imitate
the soprano melody.
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Life's But a Song
Source: Clark, Kenneth S. (Ed.)
Keep On Singing
Paull-.rioneer mus ic Corp • , 1933
This will at once be recognized as
the familiar "When Love Is Kind" • The original
words seem somewhat beyond the experience of
junior high boys and girls.
In substituting other lyrics, I have
tried to retain some of the whimsy of the
original
.
ihe chromatics used are all step-wise
progressions, and should offer little difficulty.
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The Swapping Song
Source: Brockway, Howard and Wyman, Loraine
Twenty Kentucky Mountain Songs
Oliver Ditson, 1920
I chose this song mainly for its non-
sense chorus. We don*t seem to have many in
English, compared to the number found in other
languages. Four stanzas seemed enough to use
for this work, however.
The part-writing contains no unusual
features. A problem may be found in adjusting
the words of succeeding stanzas to the notes
—
a frequent occurrence in ballads.
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The Tree in the Wood
Source: Sharp, Cecil J. and Williams, R. Vaughan
A Selection of Collected Folk Songs
Novello and Company, London 1908 (Ltd,)
Children love this song, and teachers
should do more to include singing for fun in their
programs of study. The first stanza is simple four-
part harmony, but the succeeding stanzas use canonic
imitation in three parts. Changing from j to 3 to
2 and back to y meter looks confusing, but'+becomes
very simple wh#n sung.
Three stanzas are written out in full, as a
pattern, and the others will be added in the same
way.
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1 Look Down the Koad
Source: Society for the Preservation
of Spirituals
The Carolina Low country
since the other spiritual was very
simple, I have tried to elaborate on this
one which is a combination of two versions
of the same song, rhe hummed accompaniment
in the first stanza is an affect often used
by negro singers, considerable use has
been made of syncopation, both in the melody
and between parts. The chromatic progress-
ions are not difficult, but may take some
practice to keep in tune.
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The Gypsy Life
Source: Baring-Gould Sabine and Sheppard
h. Fleetwood
a Garland of uountry song, vol. 1 .
Methuen and company, London, 1895
This song uses repeatedly the basic
chords in minor, A brief contrast is provided
in the middle by having two measures of soprano-
alto duet, and here lies the only melodic
problem: the skip from la up to fi in the alto
part. This sounds as iT^it were so -mi , and
may be learned by substituting that interval
until it is fixed by sound. The basses may
have trouble in next to the last phrase singing
from re down to mi, but the sound of the low
mi ought to be fixed firmly enough in their
minds by the time this passage is reached, to
avoid any real trouble.
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Serenade
Source: Parry, Joseph (Ed.)
Cambrian Minstrelsie
T. C. and E. C. Jack
Grange Publishing Works, 1894
By now the basses should be ready for
a more melodic part. This song provides real
bass interest, as is true in the general harmonic
effect. The double sharp in measure 2 is new,
but should cause no difficulty.
The accompaniment, taken from Mr. Parry's
arrangement, is one of the two included in this
collection.
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±11 rend my sheep
oource: Tiersot, Julien (Ed.)
Sixty Folk Songs of trance
Oliver uitson, 1915
rhe gay mood of this song is quite
in keeping with the French bdrgere, and this
spirit I have tried to keep in arranging it.
The parts are not hard, but the song belongs
at least midway of the group because of th»
tempo
•
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A Cossack Lullaby-
Source: Swerkoff, E. L. (Ed.)
j?ifty nussian Folk Songs
Novello and Company, Ltd., London, 1937
The tenors and basses unite to sing
the melody in the first phrase, the tenors
continuing to the cadence and the basses drop-
ping to the bass of the harmony. Then sopranos
and altos continue with duet, basses supplying
the fundamental harmony, and tenors filling
out with a little accompanying figure
.
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The Shepherd of Cader
Source: Parry, Joseph (Ed.)
Cambrian Minstrelsie
T. C. and E. C. Jack
Grange Publishing Works, 1893
This song is a little unusual in that
the two sections are in different meters, A
definite break can be made, so that the new
rhythm may be more easily established. Several
problems occur, namely f entrances of parts,
key change, rhythmic patterns, and some long
skips
•
The lyrics appeal to me as particularly
appropriate to give boys and girls as an example
of contentment in life.
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Nocturne
Source: Original composition, Viola R. Foster
The beauty of these lyrics may be lost
on junior high boys and girls, but there will be
some who will catch a gleam here and there. The
music offers few problems, except for the low
notes in the bass. The first passage (measure 3)
may be sung an octave higher if there are no
singers capable of carrying the part that low.
The second portion (measure 7) would suffer by
rearrangement, however.
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crood i\ight, beloved
source: Curry, Lawrence (Ed.)
Fun and Folk Songs
Westminster Press 1941
using different sets or words for
eacn part makes the manuscript confusing,
but should result in smoother musical effect.
In the tenor part of the refrain 1 have tried
to create a slightly rocking motion, befitting
a lullaby.
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satisfied
Source: Bax, Arnold
Traditional Songs of France
l.urdock, i.urdock, and .
London, 1921
The original words to this catchy
little tune were something like this
:
"Ladies, you may beat your husbands ir
they show jealousy, but, don't, for the
love of heaven, beat mine." — hardly
usable for schools. These words fit
quite well, even though they do not carry
the same import as the originals. The
words of the refrain are my own addition.
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on the Mountain Top
Source: Guridi, Jesus de
Songs of the Spanish Provinces
(Catalonianj "
Oliver juitson, 1923
This arrangement is a simplifica-
tion and modification of a six-part har-
monization. In the original lyrics, a
constant repetition of two themes was used,
rhese x expanded to make a more interesting
text, a four-note phrase in the alto
which anticipates the real melody following
in the soprano occurs in measure 11. Tenors
imitate sopranos in measure 21. ^uite an
interesting dramatic effect may he secured
in the last five measures
.
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The Sailor's Song
Source: Parry, Joseph
Cambrian Minstrels ie vol. 5
Edinburgh, t. and u. jack
Grange ,Publishing works 1893
I selected this rollicking sailor's
song because it seemed so unlike the familiar
ivelsh songs, it is harmonized in rather
simple style with frequent long notes in the
soprano part and repeated refrains in the
others. The middle section will be hard with
its change of keys and resulting chromatics.
±t might be necessary to play this over
once or twice for the class before beginning
to learn it, in order that they might get a
good impression of harmony and the rhythmic
swing.
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Dodo
oource: (bongs of the Pyrenees)
Such a charming little song as
"Dodo"
,
requires delicate treatment to he
effective. This delicacy l tried to achieve
in the beginning "by using a hummed accom-
paniment for a soprano melody. Later, the
slight motion of an eighth note figure is
added in the tenor part. The open o sound
of the word Dodo is well suited to the
sustained chords of the climax.
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a Seaman's Ditty
source: Bos, uoenraad V. (Ed.)
Dutch i*'olk songs
±n the original tune, the first
two measures of the last phrase were not
given. This seemed to unbalance tne
ending or tne song, ana 1 expanded the
phrase by repeating the first part of the
preceding phrase, and by embellisning the
notation.
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From Far Away
Source: Bramley, H. R. and Stainer, Sir John
Christmas Carols New and Old
George Routledge and Sons, London, 1873
Although nine stanzas makes a song
seem interminable in length, 1 have included
them all as an example or the ballad, style
in English song. Ofcourse, not all of the
stanzas need be used for class purposes. The
parenthetical refrains are of interest, as
well. some special effects attempted in-
clude canonic imitation between sopranos and
tenors, and continuing the soprano melody down
into the alto part while the. sopranos ascend
to a high obbligato.
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The Wait's Song
Source: Bramley, n. R. and >tainer, sir John
Christmas Carols New and Old
George Routledge and sons, London, 1873
Christmas carols in minor occur quite
frequently in traditional English song. This
simple little carol gives an opportunity to use
the minor, and also to mention custom of having
the waits go from door to door on ohristmas eve
singing as they went. Usually the waits were
invited in to the houses to partake of such cheer
as they could offer. This gives meaning "to the
third stanza.
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We Greet Thee, Heavenly Dove
ii
Source: Coleman, Satis K. and Jorgensen, Jilin
uhrisLmas oarols from Many Countries
G. Schirmer, Inc. New Y$rk, 1934
Such a simple arrangement could come
much sooner in this collection, but it is placed
here with the other Christmas songs* The tenor
part has melodic interest on the cadences.
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When Christ Was Born of Mary Free
Source: Bramley, H. R. and Stainer, Sir John
Christmas:Carols New and Old
George Routledge and Sons , London 1873
This carol with its old-fashioned
phrasing and oft-repeated refrain has an especial
old-English quality. The music gives oppor-
tunity for contrast by alternating trio and
quartet effects. The tenor part reoeives more
attention here.
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Source: Adam, Adolphe
Uantique de No51
i tried this arrangement as an
experiment with a uhristmas a cappela
choir.* The appealing melody needed some
sort of accompaniment, and the softness
of the hunaiing made a good contrast for
the full voice entrance on the refrain.
It takes considerable practice to sing
the first chord of the refrain accurately,
i^fter actual use, I found that a few of
the passages could be simplified, an<i I
have made those changes in the score.
* m the high school, j? ramingham , Mass
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v/e Three Kings
Source: Hopkins, Rev. J. K. , Jr.
vie Three jiings
This arrangement was also made
for the uhristmas choir.* The melody is
well suited to boys 1 voices, and the high
accompaniment by the girls has a slightly
oriental effect, it is not easy to sing,
but can be done with a selected group in
junior high. The chorus is in the tra-
ditional four-part style.
in i?ramingham High School
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The Gipsy
Source: Sturgis, M. H. (Mrs. Middlemore)
and Blake, W. P.
Songs of the Pyrenees
uarl Prufer, 1877, t>oston
Because greater facility is needed
in the bass of this song, 1 have included
it with the last of these arrangements.
The actual harmony is not difficult to read
or sing, but the quick sixteenth note follow-
ing a dotted eighth, used here to suggest
guitar accompaniment, requires ability in
handling the voice. The original words were
quite sentimental, so I have substituted
words which seemed more fitting for the
junior high age.
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oarmela
source: koss, Gertrude i^d.)
aarly opanish California jolk songs
Fischer, New York, 1922
This song seems to have program
possibilities, especially with this accom-
paniment which i have taken from the source
quoted. I have tried to avoid the long solo
or unison verse by using chorus duet alter-
nating with four-part chorus, thus giving
variety, without long rests for any one part.
It will take considerable drill to keep the
triplets smooth when the accompaitiment is
added, but if the song is well learned away
from the piano, it will not be difficult,
i do not know the exact source of the words
which I first heard at Summer Conference in
Northfield, Massachusetts.
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Beautiful Dreamer
Source: Foster, Stephen u.
Beautiful Dreamer
The prime object in this arrange-
ment was to imitate the figures of the
melody in other parts, mainly the alto
part, either exactly, or by inversion.
±here are seven places where this was done,
a secondary purpose was to make each part
feel necessary to the song, and to have
as much melodic interest as possible. I
believe I succeeded with the alto and
tenor, but the bass still remains quite
simple
.
ihe idea or the syllable oh as an
accompanying medium is to gain more body of
tone, and to encourage a rounded open tone,
more pleasing than an ah, and more vital
than a hum.
The chromatics will be more dif-
ficult to achieve. ±n measure 10, 1 would
recommend that the altos (in reading notes)
shift to syllables as for the key of b
flat beginning with la — and returning
to the key of E flat on the fifth eighth
note of measure 11, calling it ti.
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ABSTRACT
The scarcity of song material suited to the ranges
and abilities of junior high school students is a very-
real handicap to successful teaching. The changing
voice of the boy sets definite limitations on range, and
the uncertainty of pitch in that voice restricts the
difficulty of the arrangement. The girl*s voice is not
so similarly handicapped, thus allowing more freedom in
writing for upper parts.
Taken in the light of these restrictions, much of
the existing material is not practical. Verses in
unison, or for a single part, do not encourage part
feeling and tend to make the chorus sections more diffi-
cult to achieve after having learned the melody. Bass
and tenor parts with a wide range, frequent skips, or
quick-moving figures are not practical.
In developing and arranging this material, the author
started with a three-part song as a transitional piece.
The tenor, or low-alto part is put in the bass clef as
a start toward reading from that clef. The first few
songs keep both tenor and bass parts very simple with
only the elementary skips for the bass part. Gradually
chromatic tones and more difficult skips are intro-
duced in the bass part. Chromatics are used sooner and
more frequently in the tenor part. Then come rhythmic
problems, and last of all, combinations of all these
problems
.
Opinion will differ as to the order of difficulty
of these songs, since the difficulty depends on variable
factors, such as melodic line, rhythmic appeal, key changes
and the abilities and interests of the class. Some songs
sung with ease by one class may prove troublesome in
another group. However, an approximation of the order of
difficulty was attempted.
Some of this material is from well-known songs which
ought to be a part of every young person's repertoire.
The others are for the most part folk songs of fifteen
different nations or peoples. One is part of an organ
composition adapted for chorus. Two are original com-
positions .
Suitable lyrics involve considerable research. Some
of the catchy little folk songs, while very singable and
easily arranged, cannot be translated literally, or
definitely are not in good taste. In such cases, other
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lyrics must be found and adapted, or new ones written.
In at least eight instances adaptations of words were
necessary, different texts had to be found for five, and
new lyrics were written for two.
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